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So one really cool thing about the proposal template is that have multiple text variables set 

up. So a text variable is essentially an item of text that you update once. And wherever that 

input variable that has been inserted throughout the document, it will update that 

automatically. So you've got three text variables in this document. So if I update this client 

name to say, university B, you'll see that has updated throughout my document, so it's 

updated on the introductory page, it's updated in the footers. So it's just a really quick way 

to change all the client names throughout the documents. So you don't need to go 

through and change them all individually. The second text variable is proposal name. So for 

this, let's just say branding proposal. And you'll see that that has also updated in the footer 

as well. And then the very last text variable, if we go down to the terms and conditions is 

your business name. And so if my business name is slinky, theta, you'll see that slinky did it 

should have been added in throughout. One thing to be aware of is text variables don't like 

breaking over line. So sometimes, depending on the length of your business name, you 

might get a bit of weird spacing. So when you first set up this template for your business, 

you just need to go through these terms and conditions. And you'll just need to manually 

adjust some of this spacing. So you'll see what happens when I put it all on the same line, 

he gets really, really condensed seriously to pull us off the turn where it makes sense for 

each of those lines. But as I said, you just need to do that once when you're initially setting 

up the template for your business. And you should be fine. Just to let you know, there are 

two things you'll manually need to update for your business in the terms and conditions. 

One is your business name slash details and these square brackets here. And then there is 

another reference to you as an individual designer in 5.4. So you just need to update your 

designer name in square brackets to your personal name. But that's pretty much it. One 

thing that's really important to be aware of with text variables is they're set up using 

character styles. So if I go up to the top and highlight the university B, which was our client 

name, it's attributed the client name, Character Style how text variables work is they take 

the most recent version of that character style and apply it to the following text variables. 

So for examples, you can see on this hello page, it's taken University B as the content to 

insert. But if I was to apply client name to this working with me, you'll see that where the 

text variable has been inserted throughout the document, it now says working with me, so 

just be really careful with those character styles. If you ever want to add another one of 
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these text variables into your document, you simply need to put your cursor where you 

want to insert it and go type text variables, insert variable and select whichever one it is. So 

the three that I've set up a client name, proposal, project name and design a business 

name. That's it. If you have any questions about text variables, send me an email at Hello at 

designer admin.com and I'll do my best to help you out	


